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PROGRESS REPOBT ON TKL TRAINING W1~RI0l^G

I. Introduction ."■■■.; . ■.■■.■ ■■■:■-.■-- :■_. ..■'•.. '.- ■.■::-.\--: .■<."■' .. ,-■■ -. ;-:.

1. Reference, has been made in the .report.on .a customs purvey of

to the numerous..tasks which, the . countries of the .region,are now .called

upon to perform, in connexion with .customs tariffs and systems to meet

the requirements of. economic..development.. .. It., has. also "been discovered

that the countries will experience difficulties in carrying out these

tasks with existing- resources and every possible-'ioWans"^"■as:si's~tirr

must he sought. From a very early:, stage, therefore-.,. the' Secretariat of ,

the SCA has realized the great importance of ■ vocational', training: for customs

personnel and.has give first priority : to: it. am0ng.pro3.ects ■ for -technical ■■

assistance in customs matters. . ■;' . ■ . ■ ■ .■ ■ ..■.■-. - . . - .

2/
2. A proposal-^ submitted by the ECA was considered ~bj the Working

Party on. Customs Administration" at Dakar-- in. 1961, ■.which ■recommended . firstly

that advanced courses for English-speaking officials should be organized ;.;.

by the ECA in West Africa and secondly that ffigeriarr basic courses, "be

made available to:, other West African countries, There was no recommend

ation on training/in the. French-speaking countries since these -preferred ...

to continue, sending their officials, to the National Customs School at- ■■ '

leuilly, (near Paris). .. ■■ . .....

3. A report on the first ECA Customs Training Course f6r English-,

speaking West African customs officials, held at Lagos in October.and

November 1$62, was presented to the fifth session of the 'EGA.-^Seventeen ""' "
trainees from four countries attended. -■■■-■■■

l/ E/CU.14/STC/27

2/ E/CH.I4/WPIA/4

3/
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II.'The Second EGA Customs. ". .-ning Course

4. Nigeria again consented to be host country to the second course,

which was held at the University of Ibadan in September, 1963. Nineteen. ...

trainees from five countries participated, nine from Ghana, four from

Nigeria, three from Cameroun, two from Liberia and' one from the Gambia. •

The speeches of the officials taking part in the opening ecremony are- -

reproduced in Annexes II, III and IV. Valuable assistance was'recevied

from the Republic of Nigeria in its'capacity of host country. ■ ■

III.Syllabus of the Second Course

5. The level of education and seniority required of candidates was

raised for this year'.s course and the syllabus offered a more advanced •

type of instruction, particularly taking into consideration the existence .

of the national Nigerian basic courses. Details of the syllabus are given ■

in Annex I.

6. The national, courses of the Nigerian customs administration provide

sound basic instruction in .all the technical aspects of customs work,.,

while the ECA advanced, course fills a gap at.that level of instruction

in the sub-region. It can be assumed that the- middle and senior grade

officials,,for whom ECA can provide valuable additional training of a

more advanced nature, are-already technically proficient in most branches

of the work as a result of their original training and later experience.

This year's 3CA course was therefore devoted more to the general principles

of customs taxation policy and. departmental organization. Although con-

sequently fewer than last year, a number of important technical subjects

were retained. Three of the main subjects were treated as seminars to

take advantage of the international, nature of the gathering, as being

one of the rare occasions when consultation and an exchange of ideas on

customs matters between personnel representing different countries is ;;j

possible. , . . -. --..■■ .

7. Tariffs and customs systems were reviewed on a West African scale .■

to provide the background knowledge needed if the countries of the region
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should "move-towards economic integration, possible forms of.which, were

considered. Next■■ to 'Be studied were-the; general principles and systems,

of tax;ation?: the role of: thfe,:. customs.: tariff,. and the structure ; of-tariffs,

witir particular reference to' the' Brussels. Nomenclature.. In all these , ..

subjects, special attention "^as. paid to.. ...the, needs, of developing countries.

For that'purpose, some technology o.f .products which are likely sources

of revenue from local production were'included; the object ."being to ..

acquaint- officials^ with" processes of,manufacture as to qualify /them to

impose revenue controls, if-necessary 5:.;in a;- manner which causes., the. .minimum

'-trouble to the manufacture but retains .at. the same time the maximum degree

of security.- Also studied at some, length were the. subjects of customs,

-organization ag.-a'.'means of improving administrative .efficiency? and ....

valuation as an essential concomitant to ad valorem tariffs. .Finally,

some time was devoted to common procedures and joint installations at

land frontiers with a study of the more recent agreements reached on this

/

IV. Future Training

8. The Secretariat to the 1HCA is already investigating the practical

and financial aspects of the following regional programme of customs

training for next years

(i) A further advanced course in West Africa?

(ii) Implementation of the second part of the recommendation of the

Working Party on Customs Administration to the effect that Nigerian basic

courses be made available to other West African countries\

(iii) Extension of this method of basic trainig to the eastern side

of the region, where, inquiries have, beem-made-as^to the possibility of

participation in existing national courses by officials of other countries

of the sub-region^

(iv) The holding of an advanced course in East Africa similar to that

held-in West Africa.

l/ As for example the convention signed between Nigeria and Dahomey in

1962.
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■9. Finally, it is necessary to consider the means whereby Africa

can-eventually become self-sufficient in customs training. Only a few

-African countries have customs training, facilities at present, and none

of these provide .the residential element which is of such lasting value

to staff at the national level and so essential for the valuable exchange

of ideas between .officials,of different countries at international customs

courses and- seminars. ■ -The greatest need therefore is for the establish

ment of-xesidential; customs .training colleges in Africa to .provide'joint

training for officials-of all African countries at both the basic and _

■advanced levels. =When it is considered.how many ;technical customs problems

are encountered invs.teps towards the ultimate goal of African economic

integration,:, a project for institutions, needed to-.surmount these obstacles

should not be .too difficult to justify. ,. ■-; . ■ - ■
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SECOND ECA COURSE ON CUSTOMS POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION,

University of Ibadan, 8-29 September 1963

Directors Mr. D. J. Allen, M.A. (Oxon)

Syllabus

1. Introduction to the Course - Director., ■. _. ■ . ; . ■ ,.--. ,

2. Opening of the Course by Prince A. Lamuyes^Parliamentary Secretary .,

to the Federal-Ministry of-Finance and Mr..A. Diyan, Chairman., .I..-.

Board;.ofr Customs and Excises Nigeria. . . ■ ; ■ ; •-,■.■

3. West African Tariffs and. Customs Systems - Directors , .: , ■ .. ; ...

4. Towards a West African Common Market - Dr. H. M. .A. O.-nitiris.. ■ .,

Nigerian Institute of Social and Economic Research. ;- .... ; .. .,^.;-. . ...

5- Systems and Principles, of. Taxation. —■ Director;. . . ■ ■ • ;;. . ■• .

6. The Revenue Estimates ;and tji-e; Budget- - Mr.-.P. H.: Vande,rpuy&, . :^--:- ,

Chief Accountant^ Board of Customs and Exicse? Nigeria.- . . .■ . ■ ,.-/,"; ..

7. Port Operation of Administration - Mr. B. E. Farrell, Training

■ Officer, Nigerian Parts Authority.

8. The Sole of the Tariff in the Economy - Director.

9. The Structure of Tariffs - Director.

10. Seminar on Customs Organisation - Director.

11. Tobacco as a source of Revenue - Mr. J. C. Manfield, Liaison Officer

for the Coursej Board of Customs and Excise, Nigeria.

12. Seminar on Customs Valuation ■* Mr. S. Roberts, Valuation Officer,

Board of Customs and Excise9 Nigeria.
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13* Technology! Mr. R. A. Holgate, Director, Federal Institute of Indust

rial Research, Oshodi

(i) Textiles;

(ii) Food Processing;

(iii) Spirit Distillation.

14. Matches as a source of Revenue - Mr. A. J. Alcock, Training Officer

Board of Customs and Excise,' Figeriu. ■

15« Seminar, on'Land Frontiers; . . . .■■.;■

Bilateral Agreements? Joint Installations, Common Procedures,

Goods in Transit - Mr. S. G. Quinton, Adviser to the Board of Customs

and Excise, Nigeria,'and former Chairman. . ■ ' ■

16. Petroleum-Technology - Mr. P. S. Baker, Public Relations Officer,

The Shell Company of West Africa Ltd.

17. Petroleum as a source of Revenue1- Mr. J. C. Manfield. '

18. Customs Problems for Developing Countries - Director ■■ '

19• Course Review- -
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"SECOND EGA' COURSE'OH CUSTOMS TAXATION AND ADMINISTRATION- ' ' "

Opening Speech by the Chairmang

■■ ■■'■■■■■ ■ ■ Board of Customs and Excise, Nigeria " ■' ■

1. Once more I have the privilege to welcome, very heartily, on "behalf

of the members of the Board and the entire staff of the Department of

Customs and Excise in-Nigeria, our colleagues from"'the Customs ;

Administrations in-■English-speaking 'Territories in" West'Africa.

2. Last year5 there were seventeen officers on the Course, ten of whom

were from Nigeria and the others from the Gambia^ Ghana and Liberia.

This year? I understand there are "to "be1 nineteen officers from the

following'TerritorieSs-" ' ' ■ ' ■■"■■' "■ ■■ : -.■■■■.

Cameroun 3

Gambia 1

Ghana 9

Liberia 2

l\Fi ge ri a 4

and we can all therefore see that the Course has grown in popularity- .

We are happy to have such a strong contingent from Ghana, and our

colleagues from the Cameroun are particularly welcome as that Territory

was not' represented on the Course held lasVyear. We are sorry that

due to unforeseen circumstances:it has'"noTbeen possible for Sierra Leone

to fulfill her promise to send candidates to this Course.

3. The experience gained from the previous Course has no doubt been

of immense benefit in organising this one and we trust that this Course

will prove a greater success than its predecessor.

4. Our Board of Customs and Excise takes pleasure in making available

for this Course all the facilities at its disposal ands in accordance

with the policy laid down by our Government, it will continue to do so

in future.
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5- The need for efficient and incorruptible Customs Administrations

in Africa has never "been greater than at the present when we all are

eager to place1 our'Territories'" on" the world trade map and we earnestly

hope that the ultimate outcome -of. these Courses will be the facilitation

of inter—African trade' and' international traffic, and the harmonisation

of Tariffs, ■

6. Within the next, few months our Administration .will become a member

of the Customs Co-operation Council and one of our.plans for the near

future is to replace our present Tariff with the international Brussels

Tariff Nomenclature•

7« The trainees on this Course will no doubt be afforded the

opportunity of seeing some of the methods we adopt in this country

in the administration of Customs and Excise matters. We do hope that

they will be able to see enough to enable them to make comparison with

the procedures in their Territories and any criticism of our procedures

or administration which they may be able to offer will be welcome.

After all, one of the purposes of these Courses is no doubt to enable

the Territories concerned to compare procedures and make suitable changes

where, necessary* ■

8. I wish the organiser, Mr. Allen, his Assistants and the Trainees

a successful Course, and a happy and enjoyable stay in our country.

9« Good luck to you all and God bless you-
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, ■,, .SECQNSEOA -COURSE-ON. CUSTOMS TAXATION >JtM2 ADMINISTRATION

Opening Speech'by! Mr. 'D/'J.''Allen,' Regional Customs Adviser,1

■ 'Economic ■■Commission, f-pr A£ricay ^Director, of ■ the. Course

Your'Highnesses, Mr. Secretary, :Mr. Chairman, and Gentlemens'

Once more it is my very pleasant duty to extend., on behalf. of the

Economic Commission for Africa, to.the Federal Government of,Nigeria,

to the Government of the Western Region of Nigeria and,to the.University

of Ibadan my very wp.rm appreciation of their hospitality in acting as

hosts to-"this Second United'Nations Course in' customs "taxation and

^administration for ~thVEnglish-speaking 'countries of West Africa. In

assuming 'this responsibility, Nigeria is, as'always, demonstrating"'that

"It'is in the forefront of any activity which is'directed tbwards ihe

advancement Of-international econo'mic co-Operation.' " ' "

■ We are especially fortunate in having with us today, .the Honourable

the Minister for Finance of the Western Region and the Parliamentary

"Secretary-to-the Federal"Ministry-of Finance".to'open the course and

welcome';the:-^visi-ting trainees. 'It 'will be" a1''s durce" of "grWat encouragement

■to us- to realise that by your11 'presence you are" indicating your

Governments' appreciation of -;the'" great' potential1 value of th'is '

international" gatherihg.'1 ■' "■■= ■ ■ ■ : ■ -: ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■' """ ■ ■ '•■'''"■ ■ - .-

The existence of .this Course is due in part to the recognition

by West African countries of the immediacy of customs problems in this

part of Africa. There are now eighteen independent states in the area,

many of which are small in terms of population and national income.

These states realise that they can only expect to develop at a. satisfactory

rate if they succeed in establishing efficient forms of co-operation

with their neighbours. In considering the.means of_accomplishing this,

they immediately become deeply involved in a study of the inherent

customs problems. It is essential that their custom* officials should
■■■■■■■■■ -..-:-. ■:■■ ■•■.- ; - - ■ ■ ■■■:■■* .1 ■--.. ■■;... .■ , ■ ■ ■ ::.■:,' - ' •
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"be fully aware of all the issues involved to "be in a position to rffer

suggestions for the solution of practical problems when the time comes,

as it surely must, to consider the introduction of some form of

comprehensive .economic- grouping-. In- Wes"f Africa."'"it" is'"h6ped ' tli'at our

study of some of these problems on this Course may to condition the

outlook and knowledge of the officials of the countries represented on

it, as to contribute in some small way towards the successful formation

■■ of this economic grouping. ■ One might even go"- so far "as" to" say that by

attending this Course, the officials' are paving the way to the" eventual

■ -establishnre-nf.of the African" Common:""Market itself. ■ ' ' '"

At the same time, we are not losing sight of the crucial role

which customs administrations already play in the development of West

African'countries, collecting as they do a very large percentage of

the total revenue on'which their governments depend, and we shall pay

the closest'attention to the means of maintaining and improving the

capacity of customs administrations for discharging this heavy

responsibility, - . ■■ ■ ■ :..■■■*■■■

When such a large number of newly independent countries are grouped

together in one area, it is not possible to over-emphasise the need for

fostering trade relations between them. It is therefore our duty on

this Course to explore everj possible means of accomplishing this by

studying methods for the standardisation, harmonization and simplification

of customs systems and formalities. This is one of the most important

aspects of our Co'urse. We have today assembled here senior officials

from' every English-speaking country in West Africa, that is to say, from

Ghana, Sierra Leone, the-Gambia, Liberia, West Cameroon and Nigeria.

We axe particularly glad'to-see here today the representatives of the

English-speaking element of the-essehtially French-speaking'Republic

of., Cameroun- signifying the recognition by" that: Government of the''

bi-lingual character of its people, in'itself a most'important link

between the two language "areas of Africa. We "Would be missing'a "golden

•pp.ortunity if we did'not take advantage of the'presence1 of officials
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from all Hhese countries to exchange ideas on'their various customs'

systems and arrive, if possible, at some decisions for common'procedure

and"formalities which can "be applied in every country represented.-

The chances of this nature are all too rare and it is up to us to make

the'inost of them. ' '

In every customs administration in the area, the most intense

interest in training is to be. found. In what way can the training of

English—speaking customs officials be further developed on a West

African scale? There are two needs in this respects one is for' the

"basic training'of newly-recruited or junior officers to start them' on

the path of 'efficient customs work in the lower1 grades 6f the service

for their all-important dealings with the public.' Certain countries

have'their;own excellent training facilities for this purpose, whilst

others have not, but all recognize the need for systematic' training of

their staff/ It'would be of great assistance in Such'cases' if those

countries possessing training facilities would accept a small" number

of trainees from other countries into their own regular courses, and

indeed'certain countries are already known to be anxious to send their

trainees to other West African countries in this' manner. It is

earnestly hoped that an arrangement of this sort can beiiiade under the

usual terms .of; United Nations scholarships.: i.The second need is for

advanced training of senior officials who will in due.course be■. ■

required to assume posts of the highest responsibility and will

therefore need5 besides a wide knowledge of customs techniques, the

ability to offer advice on tariff policy and to frame departmental

policy on a national scale. This need is fulfilled by the courses

directly arranged by the Economic Commission for Africa, of which this

is one*

It is not too difficult to make proposals for a system of training

for West African customs officials5 the difficulty lies in putting them

into effect. The main problem is to find the staff and accommodation

for a permanent system of training at both the basic and advanced
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levels..on-an ^international scale. .:This problem .could "be -solved once

and if or.-all- by-the ..establishment of a. Wes:t African residential: training

college to-.meet-,'the. training needs .of the .English-speaking .countries

at all levels, and. provide a .rallying-point for the promotion, of -customs

efficiency and co-operation throughout the area. The: Economic Commission

would "be prepared to do everything in its. ppwer to help towards the

attainment of this ideal. ■' ■ ■

■ I should like^ to conclude "by acknowledging the debt which" T. owe

to the Chairman of .the Board-of■Customs and Excise, 'Nigeria, and to. the

.staff.of the Customs Training Branch'for their generous contribution-

towar-ds the organization of this. Course. May I also express my-thanks

to the. Vi.ce.-rChancellor and all. thos,e among the staff of the 'University

of Ibadan.-who .have : so. kindly provided us* with" accommodation and; assisted

in making;-the-arrangements for the Course. My thanks are also due ■ to

the Nigerian Institute of. SociaL and Economic Research, the.Federal

Institute of .Industrial Research-, the Western Nigeria Broadcasting-'and

Television, .Services,- the-Nigerian Tobacco ■ Company Limited, the1: Shell

Company of ■ West -, Africa. Limited^, the British Council, the British - -

Information Services,.and the. United Match. Company.Limited for their1

very. kind..assistance in providing instructional-■ staff and material-..'.

■' I now call'upon- the Honourable ' the ' Parliamentary" Secretary to the

Federal Ministry''of Finance ^o declare the Course opertJ"

Your Highness, Prince Lamuyes
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SECCTB ECA COUBSE -Oft CUSTOMS TAXATION AIH) ADMINISTRATION

Opening Speech "by Prince. A.; Lamuye3

Parliamentary Secretary to the Federal Minister of Finance

Gentlemen, . ■ . :

1, On behalf of the Government and People of the Federation of Nigeria,

it is ray greatest pleasure to be.here this morning.to address this- ....

Opening Session of the Course on Customs Administration sponsored by

the United Nations. ■ As you.all. are probably, aware., this., is: the'.second ■ '

in this .series of Courses which aims primarily at harmonising, as far

as possible, procedures, in Customs and. Excise matters ,in English-speaking

Territories in West Africa and.I am.particularly happy that all the '■ '

Territories are represented., in this Course with-the exception of■Sierra*"■

Leone. ■ ''.-... . '

2, The fact that the attendance at'this Course is greater and more

widespread than that for last year.-is an indication .of the measure---of .'<

success which has been attained through the previous Course. It also' ' "■

indicates a step forward in the coming together of the various Territories

in Africa which has been so ably sponsored by the Organisation of

African Unity.

3, These are stirring times when almost every Territory in Africa is

doint its utmost to expand its international trade and internal

development. If these aims are to be attained as quickly as possible

an efficient Customs and Excise Service rust play its full part, and

I trust that the training which will be made available during this

Course will go a long way in enabling the Territories represented to

achieve such a Service.

4- Apart from international trade it is most essential that the

movement of goods and persons within the various Territories in West
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Africa - and indeed on the whole Continent of Africa - should be

facilitated and now that consideration is "being given to the

possibility of..establishing, an African Common-Market,::the need for a'

Course like this cannot be^ over-emphasised. ■■ ---..■..< ■: :

5- I hope that ail fhe trainees will do their best to derive

maximum benefit from the Course and that our guests from other West

African Territories will enjoy their brief stay amongst us. ■ ■

6. I am .sure I am voicing the sentiments of all English-speaking

West African Territories in. expressing our sincere thanks to the

United Nations Organisation for-the opportunities which these Courses

afford .pur .Customs officials. On .behalf of. the Government and People

of Nigeria, I. thank, also the Economic .Commission for Africa for choosing

our country as the,venue for these- Courses and we do hope that it

will be possible for the Commission to make the Courses an annual

event. I assure the United Nations Organisation that our- doors are ■

wide open and we shall continue to do whatever we can to make any

similar Courses held here in future successful.

7. Gentlemen, I have -the greatest pleasure in declaring-this.

Course open. . . ■ ■




